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ART. 1.—The Bewcastle Cross. By R. G.
M.A., F.S.A., F.B.A.

COLLINGWOOD,

Read at the site, June 19th, 1934.
Plato, Republic.

I

N asking me to describe this cross, the most beautiful
work of ancient art that our district contains, and
perhaps the finest extant masterpiece of early English
stone-carving if both its intrinsic excellence and its relative
completeness are taken into consideration, your committee was, I know, thinking of me not as an authority on
the difficult problems of pre-Norman history and art, but
as representative of the great scholar who for many years
directed our Society's study of those problems. His loss
has removed from among us the only man who could
describe the Bewcastle Cross as it deserves to be described,
with full justice done to its art, its archaeology, and its
setting in the history of the age ; and the only reason that
could induce me to accept so difficult a task is the fact
that, having watched him at work so closely and so long,
I have learnt to see in these things a little of what he saw.*
* It may here be convenient to refer to some of my father's chief works on
the general subject. His Northumbrian Crosses (1927) is not a corpus, but a
treatise; the material illustrated there is only a small selection from the whole;
and its utility is diminished by the fact that its illustrations are blurred, being
printed on unsuitable paper. Most of the materials for a corpus of pre-Norman
sculpture in Northumbria are, however, contained in his other works, notably
his book (based on Calverley's work) on Early Sculptured Crosses . . . in the
Diocese of Carlisle, published by this Society in 1899; his various papers and
notes in these Transactions; his large and important papers on special districts
and places, notably the series on Yorkshire, viz. the North Riding in Y.A.J.
xix (1907) 267-413; York, ibid. xx (5908) 149-213; East Riding, with addenda
to North Riding, ibid. xxi, (1909) 254- 3o2; West Riding, with addenda to
North Riding and York, and a general review of Yorkshire, ibid. xxiii, 129299; and Leeds, Thoresby Society's Miscellanea, xxii (1915), 267-338; other
papers on Ruthwell, with much comparative material, Dumfries and Galloway
B
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But it would show scant respect for the memory of a
great scholar, if one merely repeated views resting on his
authority, instead of reconsidering the problems for
oneself. I shall therefore attempt, with such knowledge
as I possess, to consider certain aspects of the Bewcastle
Cross in particular and of Northumbrian cross-carving in
general from my own point of view. I shall not describe
the monument in detail; that has been sufficiently done
in Baldwin Brown's Arts in Early England, vol. v; I shall
confine myself to four questions: the general significance
and origin of these stone crosses; the relation between this
cross and the Roman fort in which it stands; the problem
Of its date; and the reading of the runes upon it.
All these are controversial matters. But the monument
itself stands outside the controversy, and our first and
chief duty to it is read in it the thoughts which those who
carved it expressed in their carvings : to understand how
its interlaced patterns, with their subtle design and intense
feeling, express here as elsewhere in early English and
Celtic art a dark and brooding consciousness of eternity;
how the designer has united these symbols of eternity with
upward-soaring curves of the vine, marked with a sundial
to show that they symbolise time, with its kindly fruits
and the nourishment they give to its living children, the
birds and the beasts; and how facing the west, where
times have their ending, stand figures of men, saint above
and king below, and in the midst of them Christ in glory.
THE ORIGIN OF ENGLISH CROSSES.
The tall, free-standing, decorated stone cross is a thing
native to the British Isles and not derived from any
N.H. and Antiq. Soc. Trans., 1916; Galloway, ibid. 1923; Brailsford, Derbyshire Arch. and N.H. Soc. Trans. xlv (1923); Hexham, Arch. Aeliana, series 4,
vol. i (1925); and his final summary, " A Pedigree of Anglian Crosses,"
Antiquity, vi (1932), 35 - 54.
The whole of his notes, drawings, photographs, etc., have been given to the
University of Oxford, and are now accessible to students, properly mounted
and filed, in the library of the Ashmolean Museum.
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Continental original. Moreover it seems to be, in
particular, native to England. The Welsh a.nd Scottish
crosses are later and ultimately derived from English; and
the same is true of the Irish crosses, for although their
decoration is almost wholly Irish, not English, in pedigree,
their form as stone crosses seems ultimately based on English models. How did those models come into existence ?
My father thought that, although they are clearly not
unrelated to the rough upright tombstones of Celtic
Christianity, their real origin was from the wooden crosses
set up in the seventh century to mark such sites as that of
the battle of Heavenfield; and these again he supposed
to derive from what he called the " staff-roods " or
portable crosses carried by early missionaries, which could
be planted in the ground at a place of preaching and
teaching. He pointed out that the practice of erecting
such wooden crosses was among the many things which
Northumbria learnt from Iona. At some date not yet
fixed beyond controversy, the invention was made of
carving such a thing in stone ; and this, he thought, was
the origin of our stone crosses.
I do not doubt the substantial truth of this view; but a
pedigree branches upwards as well as downwards, and
there are other ancestors to be considered. Baldwin
Brown* has called attention to the way in which early
Christian missionaries in Ireland and elsewhere would
" christen " the standing stones which were held sacred
by the people whom they were trying to convert ; and
there are plenty of cases in which a " menhir," heathenish
enough in its general appearance, has had a cross cut upon
it as if to mark the trace of the holy water, and sometimes
a Christian inscription as well. Such a christened menhir
may be and often is, a Christian tombstone; but originally
a menhir is not a tombstone, but a sacred object, a stone
embodying the presence of deity; and when christened it
* The Arts in Early England, vol. v.
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may be neither Christian tombstone not heathen idol, but
a local rallying-point for the worship of Christ. A few
christened menhirs actually bear inscriptions showing that
they were not tombstones; e.g. the initiurn et finis stone
at Kirkmadrine and the loc(us) s(anc)ti Petri apustoli
stone at Whithorn (pace F. C. Diack's reading Lociti).
Christened menhirs are not uncommon in Gaul (Déchelette, Manuel, i, 440-I, and references) ; and Roman
milestones, similarly christened, are on the way to
becoming roadside crosses (Grenier, in Déchelette vi, part
2, p. 15o and note).
Our stone crosses, according to Baldwin Brown's
suggestion, represent on one side of their pedigree this
inheritance from pre-Christian religion, the sacred
standing stone converted into a cross; and thus we should
think of the Bewcastle Cross as a sacred menhir, set up by
Christians in obedience to an impulse derived from an
age-long habit of menhir-worship. This habit must have
reached them not from their Anglian ancestry but from
their Celtic; for though menhir-worship was originally, no
doubt, a pre-Celtic thing it survived vigorously into the
Celtic world, and the folk-lore attaching to menhirs in
Britain and France to-day proves abundantly that no
historical changes have wholly blotted out the original
religious significance of the standing stone from the mind
of the people.
I propose to argue that this connexion between the
menhirs and the English stone crosses to a great extent
explains the existence and peculiarities of the latter, and
that there is positive evidence of such connexion. This
evidence may be divided under four heads: (z) that
carved menhirs were actually erected by the Celtic peoples,
and that these sometimes show curious resemblances to
our crosses ; (2) that the art of the crosses, in its stylistic
principles though not in its repertory of patterns, betrays
the influence of Celtic design ; (3) that the Angles, by the
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time they began putting up such crosses, were not only
steeped in Celtic cultured influences but crossed with
Celtic blood, and (4) that the distribution of the crosses,
being a " highland zone " distribution, indicates a Celtic
element in their pedigree and makes it impossible to
explain them as the offspring of a marriage between
Anglo-Saxon civilization and cultural influences from the
South or the East.
(I) The peoples of northern and western Europe were
in the habit of decorating menhirs long before the advent

FIG. r.—MENHIR-STATUES FROM FRANCE (After Déchelette).

of Christianity. In France, there are standing stones
rudely carved into the likeness of human forms, mostly
representing clothed female figures, and no doubt intended
to portray the divinity residing in the stone ; these
probably date back to the Bronze Age or even the
Neolithic. They have been studied by De Mortillet,
Hermet and other scholars, and a brief account of the
results is given in Déchelette's Manuel, i, 587 seqq. (Fig. I).
Certain carved stones from Ireland belong, by their
patterns, to the La Tène period. The best-known is the
Turoe (Galway) stone, a granite boulder standing on end,
four feet high. A similar monument, but hardly to be
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classified as a standing stone, is the boulder at Castlestrange (Roscommon) with incised La Tène patterns. A
fragment of a third comes from Mullaghmast (Kildare) ;
it is square in section and is thought to have formed part
of a pillar. Breuil has pointed out the resemblance
between these Irish monuments and similar things in
Brittany, and regards them as " betyles," objects of
worship, dating to the third La Tène period (see Armstrong
in Proc. Royal Soc. of Antiq. of Ireland liii (1923) pp. 3o,

t

1. Turoe^

3. Casttestrart e

FIG. —IRISH CARVED STONES.

31). (Fig. 2). A fourth example at Killycluggin (Cavan)
is the base of a round pillar apparently conical in shape
(Macalister, ibid. lii (1922) pp. 113-116).
The relation between the pre-Christian carved menhi r
and the English carved cross is, however, closest in the case
of a stone still existing at Sankt-Goar on the Rhine (Fig. 3) .
It is square in section like the Mullaghmast stone, but
enough survives to show it as a tall tapering pillar,
adorned on its edges, like so many of our crosses, with
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cable-mouldings, and on its sides with La Tène patterns.
So striking is its resemblance to an English cross-shaft

FIG. 3.—CELTIC PILLAR AT ST. GOAR.
After a photograph by R. Schade, Bonner Jahrbücher io6 (19o1).

that Déchelette (Manuel, ed. 2 (1927) iv, 1030) ascribed it
to the Carolingian age; but this cannot be sustained in
view of the purely Celtic character of its ornament.
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The Sankt-Goar pillar is one of a considerable group of
Celtic monuments from western Germany, all variations
on the theme of a sculptured menhir. Some tend, like the
French menhirs of an earlier age, to assume the general
form of a human figure; others, and these the most
highly developed, are decorated pillars crowned with
a human head to symbolise the deity resident in them.*
This custom among the Rhineland Celts, of setting up
decorated obelisks of religious significance, developed
under Roman influence into the erection of the so-called
giant-columns, of which there are many in Germany and
eastern Gaul and at least one in Britain : classical columns,
free-standing, having on their summit a statue of Jupiter
overthrowing a giant, symbol of the victory of light over
the powers of darkness.
Nothing like the Sankt-Goa.r pillar exists in England.
But its own existence shows that something like it, whether
in stone or in wood, might have existed wherever La Tène
civilization took root ; the Irish stones afford confirmation
of this hypothesis; and therefore I venture to claim it as a
collateral, if not direct, ancestor of the English crosses,
and to suggest that they represent, as compared with the
giant-columns of the Roman age, a second metamorphosis
of the same idea : the sacred stone of the Celts, squared
and decorated, but consecrated now to the new faith and
lifting up, not the figure of a heathen deity, but the
standard of the crucified Christ.
(2) The art of the crosses betrays a double origin. In
its repertory of decorative elements it derives from the
Mediterranean countries; whether predominantly from
Italy, Egypt, Syria or elsewhere, a question much debated
recently, it is beyond my present purpose to inquire. In
its treatment or style, on the other hand, this art is so
* There is no published collection of these things. I am indebted for a

conspectus of them to Professor Jacobsthal's memorable lectures on Celtic art,
delivered at Oxford in 193.I. The best publication of the Sankt-Goar pillar is
by C. Koenen in Bonner Jahrbücher, ro6 (Igor), pp. 78-9o.
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profoundly different from that of any Mediterranean
country that when the two aspects are taken together it
is impossible not to say, with Strzygowski, " I feel in the
presence of an art which differs from every other in the
world." This implies that the common repertory of
decorative elements was fused in Northumbria into a new
and original art by the shock of its encounter with a
peculiar national spirit. By comparing the works of
Anglian art with those of Italian, Syrian or Egyptian art
of the same age it is possible to identify some at least of the
characteristic features of this national spirit. For
example: the same vine-motive with animals which at
Mshatta is so treated as to become a kind of filigree, and
on the Throne of Maximian is rendered with a scrupulous
naturalism, making the animals look almost like photographs cut out and stuck on to the vine, at Bewcastle
becomes a pattern of swinging curves, each curve boldly
and simply, though subtly, planned, to which the animalforms are subordinated. The animals have been caught
up, as it were, in the movement of the design, and are
losing their natural shapes in order to acquire shapes more
consonant with the curves of the pattern.
The spirit which would thus treat the repertory of
seventh-century Mediterranean ornament can be identified
with some degree of certainty. The peculiar stylistic
principles of Anglian sculpture are identical with those of
the " late Celtic " or La Tène art which, originating in
central and north-western Europe in the fourth century
B.C., enjoyed a comparatively late but vigorous development in Britain shortly before the Roman conquest.* It
* E. T. Leeds, Celtic Ornament in the British Isles, down to A.D. 700 (Oxford,
gives the best account of this art in Britain. It is now generally recognised that there was a revival of Celtic art at, or after, the end of the Roman
period, though different writers account for its revival in different ways:
Leeds, by maintaining that it never died out; Wheeler (Antiquity, vi (1932)
292-30o), that it was " implicit " in the Celtic temperament and hence revived,
always showing the same general spi rit, whenever opportunity offered;
Clapham (ibid., viii ( 1 934) 43 - 57), that it was reintroduced by the Pictish
invasions.
1 933).
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is the fusion of the new decorative motives in the focus of
this old, Celtic artistic spirit which leads to what Bröndsted* calls the " Anglicising " of the imported repertory.
Strictly, it is not so much an Anglicising (for it has nothing
Germanic about it) as a Celticising. The process, whatever one may call it, is visibly at work on every one of the
Northumbrian crosses except the Acca cross. This is why
I do not think Bröndsted is right in attributing the crosses
at Bewcastle, Ruthwell, Otley and elsewhere to imported
workmen from the Mediterranean region. His parallel
illustrations of Otley and the Throne of Maximian prove
exactly what they are meant by him to disprove : that
the Otley carver was using Mediterranean motives not in a
Mediterranean spirit but in a Celtic spirit, the spirit of
La Tène art.
(3) It is well known, and I need not dwell on it, that
in the seventh century the Anglian population of Northumbria was strongly mixed with Celtic elements, and
strongly influenced by Celtic culture. For example, the
first wife of King Oswiu was a British princess ; his brother
married a Pictish princess ; and Northumbria was so
deeply penetrated by Celtic influences derived from Iona
that only a synod of Whitby could decide whether, on the
crucial points at issue, the Northumbrian Church should
declare itself Celtic or Roman.
(4) Tall stone crosses of the period in question are
mostly found in or near to the " highland zone " of the
British Isles. The earliest examples almost all occur
on the line of junction between the highland and lowland
zones, at Glastonbury and Malmesbury in the south and
Hexham in the north. The one striking exception, at
Reculver, is here significant by its very isolation : it
founded no school, whereas the south-western group
* J. Bröndsted, Early English Ornament (London and Copenhagen, 1924)•
I shall venture to disagree with him in certain details, but I wish here to express
once for all my sense of the value and importance of his book.
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included a considerable number, and the northern group,
situated where highland and lowland influences (as
witnessed by history of the Northumbrian church) met on
terms of most perfect equality and most vigorous interaction, sprang rapidly into a commanding position. The
later progress of the tall cross shows it spreading from the
junction-line hardly at all into the lowland zone but
quickly and abundantly into the highland:* sweeping over
north-western England into southern Scotland and
Ireland, and later into Wales and Cornwall. At its full
development, it attains a distribution remarkably like that
of megalithic monuments. This is easy to understand, if
the stone cross is conceived as heir to the sacred standingstone of the megalithic culture.
THE CROSS AND THE FORT.
Many years ago, Mr. H. S. Cowper pointed out that,
as a rule, Anglo-Saxon settlers in the north of England
appear to have avoided Roman sites, almost as if they
were afraid to venture near the haunted ruins of a dead
civilization.
Of the goo pre-Norman crosses in Northumbria, the
vast majority conform to Mr. Cowper's rule and exist at
sites not inhabited in the Roman period. The exceptions
are so few that they may be conveniently enumerated.
At three Roman. sites, Adel (Y.A . J. xxiii, 1 33 - 5)
Tadcaster (ibid. 242-3), and Old Malton (ibid. 258), there
are stones carved in the Anglian or Anglo-Danish manner,
,

* A. W. Clapham (English Romanesque Architecture (Oxford, 19301, p. 67)
has attempted to minimise the significance of this distribution by pointing out
that in the south of England suitable stone is comparatively rare, and that
therefore such crosses would both be less common, for lack of material, and
would have been destroyed for use as building material by later ages. But
(1) along the oolite belt at least there is great plenty of suitable stone; (2) even
in the north, a large proportion of the extant monuments have actually been
found embedded in later masonry. I think therefore that in spite of Clapham's
contentions the great relative abundance of crosses in the highland zone
combined with their great relative rarity in the lowland must be taken as a
fact, and demands explanation.
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but so late that they afford no evidence for continuity of
occupation. The early fragment at Filey (ibid., xxi, 258-9)
can have no connexion with the Roman signal-station in
the neighbourhood, and' at Catterick (ibid., xix, 305) the
English church and village are a mile away from the
Roman fort.
Setting aside these instances, however, there remain
certain cases in which early Anglian monuments exist at
Roman sites. The most notable is that of York, which
we know from Bede as an Anglian capital in the 7th
century; the monuments here (Y.A.J., xx, 149-203;
xxiii, 260-I) include none of the earliest Anglian style, but
a fine series of the later periods. The Brigantian capital
of Aldborough has a very fine early Anglian cross (Y.A.J.,
xxiii, 1 33 - 5). On the Roman fort-site of Ilkley there are
three crosses, besides heads and fragments in the later
Anglian style (ibid., 185-197). Another Roman fort, at
Lancaster, has a longer series of pre-Norman monuments,
beginning earlier and ending later. At Carlisle, a
Romano-British town, there is a series ending with the
destruction by Halfdan.
Omitting a single stone of doubtful interpretation at
Manchester (Taylor, Ancient Crosses and Holy Wells of
Lancashire, p. 410), and confining our attention to the
six northern counties, we thus have six cases (Bewcastle,
Carlisle; Aldborough, York, Ilkley and Lancaster) in
which carved monuments of the Anglian period are found
at Roman sites. The question I am here considering is
whether these facts indicate a continuous occupation of
those sites by a population at first Romano-British and
then Anglianized
It might be suggested that these places were " waste
chesters " in which Anglian monasteries had been planted
either because building-stone was ready to hand or because
Christian churches were known to have existed there ;
for, as Bede says, the early missionaries were instructed to
.
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rebuild churches of the Roman period as well as to build
new ones. But this hypothesis is hardly consistent with
the exceptional character of the cases. If the Christian
Angles had sought out places of that kind, why have
we memorials of them at only six, out of the many
score, Roman sites in the north ? Moreover, York was
mentioned as an inhabited city in Gregory's letter to
Augustine in June, 6oi (Bede, H.E. I, xxix), and Carlisle
is similarly described as a civitas in Bede's story of the
meeting between St. Cuthbert and St. Herbert (IV, xxix).
It is hardly to be thought that by the seventh century
ruined and desolate Romano-British towns had already
been re-built and populated by Angles, before the
Christian missionaries began to seek out ancient sacred
places; it is much more likely that in the north, as
probably in the south, some of these towns maintained a
continuous corporate life, and that the civitates of York
and Carlisle to whose existence Bede testifies were examples of such survival, absorbed into the new Anglian
communities.
The hypothesis here put forward, then, is that our six
places where Anglian sculpture is found at Roman sites
were places where Romano-British communities continued to exist within Roman fortifications long after
Britain parted from the Empire; and where these communities, instead of remaing wealas, alien in speech and
habits from the new-corners, became Anglianized.
The survival of Romano-British communities in forts
like Bewcastle, as distinct from towns like York and
Carlisle, is fortunately proved by evidence from Chesterholm, only 14 miles from Bewcastle itself. Here a
tombstone has been found commemorating one Brigomaglos and inscribed in letters of the fifth or sixth century.
(fig. 4) . Haverfield (" Early Northumbrian Christianity,"
in Archaeologia Aeliana, series 3, xv, 22-43) was inclined
to connect it with the Briomaglus of the early fifth century,
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companion of St. Germanus and friend of St. Patrick and
St. Illtud, but that is admittedly guesswork, and the
style of the monument would better suit a later date. In
any case it is a Christian tombstone testifying to the
survival at Chesterholm of a Christian Romano-British
community for some time after the Roman armies had
been withdrawn.
The Bewcastle Cross was certainly not erected among
uninhabited ruins; • and these instances lead me to
suggest that the community in whose midst it was set up
may have been a Romano-British community, living

FIG. 4.-TOMBSTONE

OF BRIGOMAGLOS.

within the Roman walls continuously ever since the
Roman evacuation, at first worshipping Ch rist according
to the forms of the Celtic church, but conquered early in
the seventh century by the Angles and brought into
communion with Rome after the Synod of Whitby.
THE PROBLEM OF DATE.
I turn to this problem, not in the hope of solving it, but
because my father's final view on the matter was reached
only by degrees, through a long and laborious study of
the entire body of similar monuments such as no other
student has undertaken; and although it has made no
converts I am reluctant that it should now be ignored
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merely because he is no longer with us to defend it. The
one positive thesis which I shall lay down is that the
traditional date (c. 675) is impossible and must be abandoned in favour of some date in the eighth century.
Two distinct questions are involved. (1) When did the
Angles begin to erect carved stone crosses ? (2) When
was the Bewcastle cross erected ?
It is necessary here to recollect a few historical facts.
The first brief period of Northumbrian Christianity begins
with the mission of Paulinus in 625 and ends with his
departure and the overrunning of the country by heathendom in 633. During this period, certainly no carved stone
crosses were erected. The churches built were mostly of
wood ; we know of two exceptions, one at York and one
at Lincoln—both Roman cities with abundant cut stone
to hand. Thus Paulinus had stonemasons to command,
able tc build artistically (ojeris egregii, Bede, H.E. II, 16,
of the Lincoln church) and therefore probably brought
from Kent. The sub-Roman Britons could, of course,
build in stone ; but only in a very rude manner, and they
did not do it often (insolito Brittonibus more, of Whithorn,
ibid., III, 4; contrast Finan's church at Lindisfarne built
more Scottorum of wood and thatch, ibid., III, 25).
The re-evangelizing of Northumbria under Oswald was
based on Iona, not on Canterbury; this movement
brought in the wooden standing cross (634; ibid., III, 2)
but no stonemasons. The reunion with Rome (664)
opened the way to their reintroduction. But it did not
take place at once. The mission of Theodore of Tarsus
(669) marked a new movement in church discipline,
education, music and science (ibid., IV, 2) but, so far as
our information goes, not in architeeture. It was not
until 674 that Benedict Biscop brought Gaulish masons
to build his church at Monkwearmouth (Bede, Hist.
Abbatum, § 5) and the context implies that no such
craftsmen existed at that time in Northumbria. Thus
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the earliest possible date for any carved stone cross in
Northumbria is 674.
(1) The traditional view, which is still maintained by
Baldwin Brown and Clapham, places the origin of the
school c. 675: that is, at the earliest possible date.
Bröndsted commits himself to no definite date, but
seems on the whole disposed to accept the traditional
view as to the origin of the school. However, there is
only one cross (Otley) which he explicitly dates to the
seventh century.
My father ultimately found himself obliged to abandon
the traditional view and to place the origin of the school as
late as 740.
(2) The traditional view places Bewcastle at the
beginning of the series, i.e., c. 6 75.
Bröndsted, agreeing with my father as to the general
sequence and development of the monuments, and
realizing that Bewcastle is strongly " Anglicized " in
style, places it considerably later : how much later he does
not say, but definitely after 700 (op. cit., p. 78). His
argument suggests 700-725.
My father also placed Bewcastle considerably later than
the beginning of the series; placing that in 74o, he dated
Bewcastle about 790.
I will try to state the chief arguments in favour of these
different views.
(1) Traditionally, the dating of the school's origin
c. 675 has been based mainly on the Bewcastle inscription
mentioning Alchfrith, on the assumption that the cross is
his tombstone and therefore must have been erected soon
after his death, which seems likely to have happened about
then.
This argument, however, is vitiated by unjustified
assumptions about the inscription itself. It is not wholly
legible, and there are doubts about the reading which
might affect its meaning in crucial points. And, so far as
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it goes, it does not read like an epitaph; for it describes
the cross as a " monument of victory," a phrase nowhere
used on an old English tombstone, and indicating that the
cross, so far from being Alchfrith's tombstone, is the
memorial of some event in connexion with which it was
natural to mention him.
Moreover, the argument is inconsistent with the view
(common to my father and Bröndsted, and accepted
implicitly by Clapham, op. cit. 57-8) that Bewcastle cross
cannot stand at the beginning of the series. If this view
is sound, and if Bewcastle is dated to 675, the school must
have begun by (say) 65o, which no one has yet maintained.
Bröndsted, though not pledged to the traditional view
(he is fully alive to the danger of precise dates) offers two
arguments which would support either that or a view not
far removed from it.
(i) He contends that the earliest crosses (not including
Bewcastle) are so close in style to the sixth-century Throne
of Maximian that their date must be pushed back as
far as possible, viz.: to the seventh century. This
argument proves either too much or too little : too much
if interpreted strictly, for it would then imply an impossible contemporaneity between the Throne and the
earliest crosses; too little if less strictly interpreted, for
then it would become a matter of opinion how long an
interval should be allowed.
(ii) More important is his contention that two points
in the typological series of crosses can be dated by external
evidence: resemblance between patterns at Cundall and
Melsonby and a sceatta in the Hunterian collection,
showing that (since sceattas disappear in the second half
of the 8th century) the Melsonby-Cundall phase, which
is typologically later than the Bewcastle-Ruthwell phase,
belongs to that half-century (op. cit. p. 72) ; and resemblance between the Jedburgh slab and a piece of Irish
metal-work found in Norway with a late 8th-century
.
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brooch, showing that by c. 75o the Jedburgh style already
existed for an Irish metal-worker to copy (p. 73).
This argument is impressive; but in his illustration the
patte rn on the sceatta hardly seems to me close enough to
the Cundall pattern to warrant so rigid a dating of the
latter; and it seems even more hazardous to date the
whole series of Northumbrian crosses on the assumption
that a Scandinavian fibula of the late 8th century could
not have remained in use until, say, the early ninth before
it was buried.
But assuming the double argument to be sound, it still
does not imply an origin of the school so far back as 6 75 ;
it would be consistent with an origin at about 700.
Mr. Clapham, on the contrary, stands committed to the
traditional dating, and supports it by two arguments.
(i) He points out that, according to William of
Malmesbury, sculptured " pyramids " (no doubt crosses)
at Glastonbury bore the names of persons who died about
685-705 ; that stone crosses were put up between Doulting
and Malmesbury in connexion with the funeral procession
of St. Aldhelm in 710; and that the fragment from
Reculver is probably part of a cross erected about 670
(op. cit. pp. 61-2). All this may he granted; but if the
general view put forward in this paper is correct, stone
crosses might well have originated independently in
different parts of England; and, as Bröndsted has insisted,
the origin and development of Anglo-Saxon ornament in
the north and south of England respectively are two
different problems which must be separately treated.
(ii) He further argues that the cross-shafts at Abercorn in Midlothian and Aberlady in East Lothian
" should in all historical probability date from the short
episode of the Anglian See of Abercorn (68r-5)." But
this prima facie probability becomes something very like
an impossibility when the style of the Abercorn shaft*
* T he Aberlady fragment is smaller, and consequently its stylistic character

is less plain to see. It looks earlier than Abercorn.
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is taken into consideration. It is a deeply degraded
and conventionalized descendant of the main Northumbrian school, and a theory which makes it a near
contemporary of Bewcastle and Ruthwell strains credulity
to breaking-point.
Two merely a priori and abstract arguments are sometimes used in the interest of the traditional view. (i) It is
said that the apogee of Northumbrian art should coincide
with the apogee of its political power. But (a) such
coincidence is by no means the rule. Frequently, the
growth of arts and sciences is consequent on the military
and political achievement of an earlier generation. (b) It
is well known that Anglian science and learning had their
apogee in the eighth century; why not Anglian art ?
(c) In any case the apogee of Northumbrian political
power was already past by c. 670 (the actual date is given
by R. A. Smith, Archaeologia, 74, 2 33) , when cross-carving
had not, on any theory, yet begun.
(ii) It is said that the development of pre-Danish art
in Northumbria would require a long time; 190 years
would serve, but not 125. But, after all, that development has only left us some 50 monuments, and their
stylistic changes and variations are trifling compared with
those often found elsewhere in a century: in Greek
sculpture from 48o to 38o; in Venetian painting from
1450 to 155o ; in English drama from 1570 to 1670 ; in
German music from 1720 to 1820. And these are fair
comparisons, for Northumbrian sculpture was a delicatelypoised and highly-wrought art, of a kind that must
inevitably change with rapidity.
Once it is realised that the Bewcastle inscription gives
no ground for dating the commencement of the school to
c. 675, the other arguments for that date become worthless,
and it is necessary to reconsider the whole position. I
turn, therefore, to the only explicit rival theory; not
because I accept it, but because it rests on arguments
which ought to be seriously considered.
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First, it is worth noticing that Bede, who ceased writing
his History in 731, has nothing to say of carved stone
crosses, though he mentions wooden crosses, and notes the
introduction into Northumbria of stone buildings and
painted glass.
Secondly, we have one Northumbrian cross which in
point of style stands outside the general history of the
school: the " Acca " cross from Hexham—its identification is reasonably certain—erected in 740. The
vine-pattern on this cross stands alone in Northumbrian
sculpture not only in the academic perfection of its design,
but in its complete freedom from Celticising influence; the
head stands alone in the primitive simplicity of its lines and
in its suggestion of derivation from a wooden original.
These facts suggest (i) that it was made by an imported
workman (ii) that it was made when wooden crosses were
already to be seen near Hexham, but when neither stone
crosses as such, nor the Celticised style found on all other
extant stone crosses, had as yet been established.*
These suggestions, combined with Bede's silence,
constitute an impressive argument for regarding the Acca
cross as the first stone cross in Northumbria.
(2) Whether or not the stone crosses began with
Acca's, where does the Bewcastle cross come in the series ?
On this question I must confess to a deep scepticism. My
father's arrangement of the material is a work which it
would be impertinent to praise ; but its chief merit is that
it distinguishes several different schools whose history
runs parallel, and does not over-simplify the problem by
assuming a single typological series ; and this very
merit increases the difficulty of giving a positive date to
any one monument.
* This is not affected by Bröndsted's contention that the vine on the Acca
cross, with its emphasis on grape-clusters rather than leaves, is typologically
late; for it cannot be proved that this typological development must have
taken place exclusively in Northumbria. The repertory of patte rns introduced
by foreign workmen might have included earlier and later elements all in use at
once.
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In any case, typological methods of dating are here
rendered precarious by several special facts. (i) We are
dealing with an imported art, not one of native origin ;
the changes in such an art are generally very rapid in the
early stages, as the foreign material is assimilated to
native ideas of style; compare the history of Samian
pottery in Gaul, or the madrigal in England, or Gothic
architecture in Spain. (ii) Foreign workmen came to
Northumbria not all at once, but often; certainly many
times between 674 and 7o5, and almost certainly later as
well; if therefore the crosses began before 700, there can
be no strict typological relation between the earlier
phases of their history. (iii) There were wooden crosses
before stone ones; these too were perhaps decorated; and,
if so, the stone crosses form not a self-contained series but
one influenced at each point in its history partly by
earlier stone examples and partly by surviving crosses in
timber.
These special difficulties increase the general difficulty
of dating anything typologically. As a rule, a typological
series consists of phases which in fact overlap in time; it is
a mere idolon theatri to fancy that things typologically
successive cannot be historically simultaneous ; and unless
the typologist can pin his series down to its chronological
framework at a considerable number of points by evidence
amounting to proof, his conclusions ought to be accepted
with the utmost reserve. In spite of Bröndsted's arguments from the sceatta and the Scandinavian brooch, it
cannot be said that the typological series of Northumbrian
crosses is as yet satisfactorily tied down to any such
framework. Nevertheless, the following points are
perhaps worth mentioning.
(a) The general style of the Bewcastle sculpture, while
clearly betraying its foreign origin, is strongly Celticised.
The whole repertory of the decoration has been worked
up into a style not found anywhere outside Northumbria;
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and at Bewcastle this style has attained a thoroughly
matured condition. Such maturity might conceivably
have been reached in wood-carving; but: —
(b) In stone-cutting technique there is at Bewcastle a
similar maturity. The carving here is no mere transference to stone of patterns worked out in wood; there is
an appreciable development of stone-carver's work behind
it. This technical development, it is only reasonable to
assume, took place tari passu with the development of the
style, and therefore on Northumbrian soil.
(c) The interlaced patterns at Bewcastle are extremely
skilful in design; somewhat sophisticated, though not in
the least decadent; in a word, they too indicate great
maturity of style.
These facts make it impossible to place Bewcastle at
the very beginning of the series. They demand time for
development. In the special circumstances, this development might, as I have said, be rapid; but one would
hesitate to allow it less than about a generation. If,
therefore, the series begins with the Acca cross, Bewcastle
can hardly be much earlier than 775.
But even if the derivation of the entire series from the
Acca cross is an error, two conclusions emerge. First,
the traditional date c. 675 for the beginning of the series
is too early. Time must be allowed between Benedict
Biscop's introduction of masons, whose first work was to
build a church, and the application of the new technique
to a new type of object, the tall cross ; for there was at that
date a motive for building stone churches (Biscop " loved "
that way of building and wanted to imitate it) but none for
making crosses in stone.
Secondly, the same date, traditionally given to Bewcastle cross, is a fortiori much too early. As Bröndsted
has realised, however closely we crowd together the
earliest phases of Northumbrian sculpture, it is impossible
to date Bewcastle before the beginning of the eighth
century; and not easy to place it before, say, 725.
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THE BEWCASTLE RUNES.
There is no need to recapitulate here the story of the various
attempts to read the runic inscriptions on the Bewcastle Cross.
A bibliography may be found in Baldwin Brown's Arts in Early
England, vol. v, chapter ix, with transcriptions and elaborate
collations of the runes visible on the stone as the author* read
them compared with the readings of earlier students. My excuse
for adding to the literature of the subject is that, although I am
neither an Anglo-Saxon scholar nor an expert on runes, I have
been working for many years at the decipherment of Roman
inscriptions, most of them on stone of the same kind and many of
them weathered to the point of illegibility or near it; and since
Roman inscriptions are enormously more numerous than runic,
the Roman epigraphist has an advantage in experience of purely
epigraphic problems. I therefore spent three days studying the
Bewcastle inscriptions and making numerous drawings, tracings
and photographs of every part of them; the result of this work I
embodied in the drawings here reproduced, which I have handed
over to the Anglo-Saxon scholars among my colleagues at Oxford.t
They will, I hope, ultimately produce a commentary upon them
which can be laid before this Society on a future occasion. In the
meantime I here report briefly on their epigraphic aspect.
The main inscription on the west face is for the most part legible
with certainty. But there are doubts which cannot be entirely
resolved. The plain stroke for I and the crossed stroke for N
cannot be distinguished with confidence, for the general weathering, combined with the tendency of the cleavage to produce
diagonal markings sloping down to the right, has blurred the
cross-stroke in every case. The same is true of the three runes
for A, 1E and O, which are always difficult and sometimes impossible to discriminate. Further, generations of visitors, following the down-strokes with a finger or even perhaps with a pointed
instrument, have deepened and widened these down-strokes
everywhere except in the top line, which is out of easy reach; and
a number of indentations which seem to be bullet-holes have
obscured certain features in the lower part of the panel. But
* The linguistic chapters of that book were contributed by Professor A. Blyth
Webster.
f I have also, by the kindness of Sir Eric Maclagan, Director of the Victoria
and Albert Museum, closely examined every part of the cast in that museum.
This, however, added nothing to what I had already learnt from the stone
itself; a fact of some interest as proving that the stone has not become any less
legible through the effects of weather, or other damage, since the cast was made.
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in no case does this " retouching " of the inscription include any
cutting of such a kind as to justify the assertion that the runes
have been tampered with so as to falsify the reading. It appears
only to have followed shapes already in existence.
Line 1. The reading is clear and certain : an upright stroke,
the remains of a cross, followed by THIS SIGBECN. The
second S and the I following it are crowded into a space only
sufficient for one letter : the first example of blundering in the
lay-out.
Line 2. The first letter is a bind-rune. which has been read
THU; but it is not (as the previous copies have made it) a simple
combination of thorn and U, for there are three cross-strokes
instead of two. This curious letter reappears at the beginnings of
lines 5 and 6; and Mr. Kenneth Sisam has pointed out to me that
wherever it occurs there is a difficulty about the grammar or
syntax of the text. Here, if the second letter is N, which is by
no means certain, it should read THUN, presumably for thynne,
thin; but the expression is a strange one, and the accepted
rendering should be treated with reserve. The rest of the line
reads SETTON, ON being a bind-rune, followed by H.
Line 3. WIETRED is clear, followed by an upright stroke, an
ambiguous rune looking like A, perhaps a weathered O, and TH.
The upright has been read as W. Thus we have HWIETRED
certain, and then perhaps WATH or WOTH.
Line .f. GIER is certain, making WOTHGIER (received
reading) or WATHGIER ; the other runes appear to be
OLWOWOL, or ALWOWOL.
Line 5 begins with the enigmatic bind-rune hitherto read THU.
Thus we get OLWOWOLTHU, or ALWOW OLTHU, which either
is or conceals the name of the third person responsible for erecting
the cross. Then comes IEFT, " after," or " in memory of ";
then ALCFRI, the first letter being damaged ; it might be IE or
O.
Line 6 again begins with the THU bind-rune followed by M. It
would seem probable that we have to do with the name
ALCFRITH; but the form ALCFRITHUM is rejected by my
philological colleagues as an impossibility. It is moreover
followed in the received reading by the strange expression AN
KYNING, " a king." The reading is not certain. Two bulletholes have damaged the A just where damage would make it
ambiguous as between A, IE and O; the cross of the N is doubtful;
the K (resembling the G of line i but with side-loops at the waist)
is very much weathered and the mere ghost of . itself, but fairly
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FIG. 5.-THE MAIN INSCRIPTION (i).
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certain ; the Y of the received text, a U with a detached upright
between its legs, is quite plain so far as the U-form goes but the
upright is invisible and in my opinion never existed; in the N,
the cross-stroke is very doubtful; the I is clear; and the NG
bind-rune at the end, in the shape of one X above another, is
confused by a blunder in the shape of an upright at its dexter side.
Thus we have ALCFRI . . . and KUNING, with something as
yet uninterpreted between them.
Line 7 probably begins with E. Then comes a blunder, the
lower half of an upright cut in error. Then A, much weathered
but probable; then CO, certain. Then S, curiously blundered;
its two uprights have been prolonged to full length, making an
H-like rune, but the carver has tried to correct his error by
deepening and widening the significant parts of them. Then W;
the loop is broken, but the shape of the break betrays it. Then I.
Then comes an interesting blunder. The carver has intended to
cut U followed by NG; after beginning to do this he has decided
that there is not enough room; so, leaving the first upright of his
U plainly but lightly cut, he had tied UNG together into a single
bind-rune at the end of the line. As a whole the line reads EAC
OSWIUNG " also son of Oswiu," with fair certainty.
Line 8. The whole of this and the following is hard to decipher
for three reasons: (1) local peculiarities of the stone produce in
this part of the panel an irregular weathering tending to diagonal
cracks and fl akes (2) bullet-holes are especially numerous (3) as
often happens with inscriptions, the work is less neatly finished
at the end : indeed, the last half of line 9 has been worked only
with a punch or pick and never touched with the chisel, and even
the latter part of line 8 does not show a proper chisel finish. Lines
8-9 might have been done by a second workman, though not at a
substantially later date; or, more probably, by the same man
working in a hurry to finish. And several indications suggest to
my mind that the runes were not cut by the same hand or hands
that cut the sculptures, but by another (or others) using space
left blank for the purpose.
The general sense of these lines is fortunately certain : " Pray
for his soul." But many details are obscure.
Line 8 begins with a cross; then G; then, fairly certain, E;
then, again fairly certain, B. Next comes an I, followed by a
fairly certain D; then three uprights probably reading ETH.
GEBIDETH is thus tolerably certain.
Line 9 begins with a group of seven uprights. The first two
seem a damaged H; the third is half-cut and is probably a
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FIG. 6.-MINOR INSCRIPTIONS
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blunder; the fourth is certainly an I, for nothing branches from
its sinister side. The other three are much damaged, but the
whole looks as if it might read HINE, the accusative of he.
The remaining runes are roughly picked and obscured by
breaks; but the breaks can generally be distinguished from the
pick-marks. They begin with a clear S; then apparently O,
conceivably A; then two U's; then L; and finally A or possibly
O. SOUULA or SAUULA seems to be the reading: obviously a
variant of the word appearing as SAULE at, for example, Dewsbury and Thornhill.
West Side, upper inscription.—Above the figure of Christ is an
inscription in the same style as the main panel, but, being out of
reach, unaffected by any later influence except that of weather.
It is somewhat faint but quite clear. It begins with a cross, then
follows GESSUS KRISTTUS. The rune for G is the plain Xshaped rune (gi fu) for a " front g," which occurs in lines z and 7 of
the main panel. The rune for K is the " pitchfork " rune which
reappears on the north side.
North side, above bottom panel.—The plain strips between the
panels of ornament on the north and south sides bear inscriptions
in two cases : namely above the bottom panels. Some early
students claimed to find inscriptions on the other intermediate
strips; but not only are these now illegible, but it is quite clear
that they were never inscribed at all, and that these students were
the victims of their own imagination. The present condition of
the strips gives the lie to the allegation that certain antiquaries
tampered with the stone in order to read what they wanted ; had
they done so, these strips would now have borne evidence of it.
The bottom intermediate strip bears nine characters, all much
affected by subsequent " retouching " such as I have described in
the case of the main panel. The first is the " pitchfork " K.
Then comes a Y, which is a U with a detached upright between its
legs; this is less deep than the rest of the letter, and it is impossible
to decide whether it is an original feature or a subsequent scratch.
The next is an N; the next an I, which some scholars, especially
those rash enough to depend on photographs for their readings,
have mistaken for another N because of a hollow, due to weathering, about its middle. Then comes BUR, all plain. Then comes
the perplexing bind-rune traditionally read THU in the main
inscription ; and lastly the " back g" represented by an X with
side-loops.
The only important crux here is the eighth rune. According
to the accepted reading KYNIBURUG it should be U; but it is
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not; the three cross-strokes are clear. The weathering and
retouching of this inscription, however, have reached such a point
that the original surface is everywhere lost, and if the suggestion
were made that these cross-strokes have been mischievously added
in modern times it could not be conclusively disproved. In my
opinion, however, they are ancient.
North side, top.—Here, on the broken space above the topmost
panel, there are markings which have been read as . . ESSUS.
The last four letters are, I think, certain or probable, but nothing
else.
South side, above bottom panel. —This strip bears eleven runes,
of which the last four are G (probably), E, an upright which has
been read as A, but is not so legible to me, and R. One thing only
is certain about this inscription : that the attempt of certain early
students to read it as a reference to the first year of king Ecgfrith
was wholly unjustified; there were never enough runes on the
stone to bear any such meaning.
South side, top.—The broken space here bears traces of runes,
of which I reproduce my drawing; the accepted reading is LICE
. . . . ; but I cannot see that a single letter is really legible, except
perhaps the third.
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